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Ensuring Product Responsibility

Commitments • Increase use of responsible materials

• Promote circular fashion

Goals • 10% certified sustainable materials (Achieved)

• 20% of cotton sourced as Better Cotton (In 
Progress)

• Achieve our 2020 Commitment to Circular 



Fashion with the Global Fashion Agenda 
(Achieved)

Achievements • ~12% of materials in our global portfolio were 
certified sustainable in FY2021

• ~13% of cotton sourced as Better Cotton in 
FY2021

• Launched RESOURCED, our customer take-back 
program and expanded internationally (delayed 
due to COVID-19)

• Trained our product and design teams in circular 
fashion

• Continued GUESS Vintage product line to 
promote circular fashion through resale in stores 
and online

Ensuring Product Responsibility

Our products feature various natural and manmade materials. The three materials used most for GUESS apparel 
and accessories are:

1. Cotton, which is in denim and our logo tees 60.2%
2. Synthetics, such as polyester, nylon and spandex 28.3%
3. Manmade cellulosics, such as viscose/rayon, modal, and lyocell 9.8%

Our Approach to Sustainable
Materials and Products

Making more sustainable products for GUESS customers begins with careful design and raw material selection in 
keeping with the eco SMART GUESS  materials sourcing guide. We also focus on chain of custody, certifications, 
and the traceability of fibers through the supply chain so we can ensure their integrity in our finished products. As 
more sustainable fabrics and processing technologies emerge, we evaluate them for potential use by our suppliers. 
We also assess emerging approaches to make sure the fibers or fabrics they produce align with the well-known 
GUESS brand and our customers’ high expectations for fit and fashion. In general, we are selective about the 
sustainable product initiatives we pursue so that we can embrace each one fully, apply it correctly, and include 
many partners to achieve the best result in our finished products. Lifecycle analyses have shown that fiber 
and fabric production make up about half of a GUESS apparel’s environmental impact. To that 
end, we have been working with our vendors to incorporate more sustainable materials and 
practices. And as our sustainable materials efforts have expanded and matured over time, we have begun shifting 
our focus from fibers to process. This includes, among other measures, helping suppliers adopt new technologies 
that allow them to use less water, fewer chemicals, and less energy.

GUESS ECO denim contains at least 20% environmentally 
preferred materials and uses production methods with reduced 
environmental impact.

30% average water savings per denim garment in eco collection.



GUESS ECO non-denim products contain 20%-100% 
environmentally preferred materials.

In FY2021, 16% of our non-denim and 21% of our 
denim followed our GUESS ECO guidelines.

 Animal Health and Welfare

We aim to protect the wellbeing of any animals in our supply chain through the GUESS Animal Welfare Policy. 
GUESS suppliers are prohibited from using any:

• Fur (including but not limited to mink, fox, lamb, racoon, rabbit, and dog)

• Angora fiber (hair or wool from Angora rabbit)

• Mohair (Angora goat hair)

• Exotic leather (other parts from vulnerable, endangered, or wild-caught species)

Toward Circular Fashion

In 2019, GUESS joined the Ellen MacArthur Foundation's Jeans Redesign project, which brings together key 
players from across the fashion industry to put the circular economy into action. The project uses the principles of a 
circular economy to ensure positive impacts for the environment, society, and the health of people working in the 
fashion industry. To achieve the Jeans Redesign guidelines, all materials have to be responsibly sourced, durable, 
traceable, reusable, and recyclable. While the principles of circularity present some challenges for a brand like 
GUESS, which embodies a specific look, reflects fashion trends, and includes attention to design details, our first 
Jeans Redesign product is available in Europe starting Summer 2021and globally in Fall 2021.

GUESS Vintage
We love designing new fashion, but many of our customers also love classic GUESS clothing, including some of 
our earliest and most iconic designs. In 2019, Guess U.S. offered a number of authenticated vintage GUESS items 
sourced worldwide. In FY2020 and FY2021, we continued expanding our GUESS Vintage offerings to meet 
customer needs and contribute to circular fashion, without using any additional raw materials. 

Our Growing Take-Back Program, RESOURCED
We encourage customers to bring in their unwanted clothing and shoes—from any brand—to any GUESS store in 
the U.S. for recycling. Our signature take-back program, known as RESOURCED, allows for garment and shoe 
recycling, rather than disposal to a landfill. While the program is currently available in 100% of U.S. stores, it is 
currently undergoing some changes to be announced soon. We had planned to expand RESOURCED to our 
European stores in 2020, but have delayed due to the pandemic and will be re-instated once its safe. 

We will continue to put circular design principles into action and contribute to a world where clothes are valued, 
and never considered waste.
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